SCHOOL STUDENTS LEARN HOW TO FIGHT GLOBAL WARMING

Thai pupils taught eco-friendly ways of life at Toshiba camp in Japan

The idea of writing a journal came from feedback from previous years. The aim was to give students a sense of accomplishing a mission and results they could share with others back at home.

Students Arkadioukas, Kaca & Jacob Uyts said the camp made them realise that Poland's simple countryside lifestyle could be good for a sustainable future and they could still prevent environmental problems back home. The Polnische Istitut of Information Technology's Anasatza Karkalas and Aleksander Martyniuk said they would explain what they learnt to peers and urge them to engage in ecological movements.

Tram Udom Suk's School's Supawich Wongsakachorn and Thanatchai Singshe said they would start a "no-plastic bag" campaign at their school and promote the exchange of local products in their communities.

And Assumption College Lamplang's Thepwaraporn and Tanachit Singshe said they would collect old cooking oil from the school canteen and use it as a project on Vegetable Diesel Fuel (VDF), which reduces CO2 by 0.62 kg per litre.

After this year, all schools - most prescribed because of their consistent engagement in environmental activities - would change; except Polish schools that joined this conference for the second year, as each school has to participate for three consecutive years, Toshiba International Foundation president Lamplong said. However, all schools will remain in order to ensure consistency and teachers' deeper understanding, he said.

A new program launched provides a smooth world of Swiss hospitality

New chance of success for Thai students. Les Roches International Hotel Management now offers a program balancing English classes to obtain a Bachelor of Business Administration.

From January 2010, students with a minimum of 400 TOEFL scores (84 IELTS) have the opportunity to improve their English level while attending theoretical and practical classes in Hospitality Management.

Interactive practical classes ensure that students build proficiency in hospitality in English, allowing students to learn in an ideal environment.